This is to signify that

CLARK PACIFIC - IRWINDEALE
13131 LOS ANGELES STREET
IRWINDEALE, CALIFORNIA 91706

Fabricator Inspection Program FA-183
(Revised November 1, 2012)

has demonstrated that its in-plant inspection program for precast/prestressed concrete fabrication is in compliance with the International Accreditation Service, Inc., Accreditation Criteria for Fabricator Inspection Programs for Reinforced Concrete (AC157) and is recognized under Section 1704.2.5.2 of the 2012 International Building Code®, and Section 1704.2.2 of earlier code editions, commencing June 20, 2011.

Accreditation covers inspections conducted in accordance with the fabricator's approved quality control manual and the requirements of AC157. Periodic inspections are conducted by Ross Bryan Associates, Inc. (AA-703), at 13131 Los Angeles Street, Irwindale, California, to monitor fabrication inspection processes for precast/prestressed concrete. Accreditation is limited to inspections related to the fabrication processes and procedures only. Accreditation does not cover the product, the design or the performance characteristics of fabricated products.
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